HARDWARE
IDEAL FOR OPTICAL STORES

To order, call: +1.888.764.4318

Desktop Thermal Label Printer
Datamax
Price: $599.99 (Ribbon: $29.50)

- Direct and thermal transfer = quality + durability (200DPI).
- Label printer for printing on plastic labels for frames and shipping labels for lab orders.
- Plastic labels are superior to paper labels in that thieves are incapable of easily removing them by hand, and that the text/barcode will not fade over time.

Honeywell Barcode Scanner
Trusted by thousands!
Price: $199.99 (Wired)
Price: $489.99 (Wireless)

- Rugged design / patented “automatic” infrared activation.
- Scan any barcode in your store and WINK will “automatically” display the data you’re looking for (Invoice, Frame, Rx Worksheet, Shipping Label, etc).
- Other barcode scanners are less intuitive. You must “first” mouse-click in the appropriate cell on your screen, and “then” scan the barcode.

HP Small Business Server
1yr on site hardware support: INCLUDED (North America only)
Purchase: $1,800 + $350 setup + $250/mth
Hosted Rental: $400-600/mth

- Your database in your store! Specially adapted with two serial ports to connect directly to tracers and edgers!
- Delivered to you fully configured. Just plug and play! 3+Ghz, 1TB, 8GB Memory, Linux OS.
- State-of-the-art protection for your patient records, and optimal performance for your WINK application.
- Alternatively, all records are stored remotely, and accessed securely via the internet.

USB Cash Drawer
Price: $299.99

- Secure and practical. Features "drawer status" reporting.
- Fully integrated with WINK so that employers can produce a report of every instance where the cash was opened, and by whom.
- 5 yr warranty if you register the product online
- Standard 5x5 till (5 bill / 5 coin)

Products on this page are priced in US Dollars. Pricing in CAD is available for Canadian customers only.
Every product on this page has been tested to ensure optimal performance with Wink software.
Buying Wink products ensures that you are getting the best prices and that your computers are delivered to your store fully configured, turn key and ready to go. That’s the Wink advantage.
**Dynamag Encrypted Card Reader**  
*Magtek Series*  
**Price:** $75.00

The easiest & cheapest way to charge patient credit cards.

- Don't want to pay $30-$60 per month for a terminal? Replace it with one of these instead!
- Install one at each of your practice's workstations. Can be mounted on a monitor or to the desk itself.
- Highly secured, Triple-Des encryption, can read credit cards and many government issued ID cards too!
- Sell a patient a 6-month supply of contact lenses, swipe his credit card in this reader, and 5 months later Wink will automatically refill his prescription, ship him the lenses, charge his credit card, and deposit funds to your account.

**HP: Keyboard +Mouse +Card Reader**  
*Non-Encrypted SmartBuy POS Keyboard*  
**Price:** $90.00 (ID Tech) / $185.00 (HP)

Minimize the clutter on your desk!

- Another alternative to a terminal in your store. This device is a terminal, a keyboard and a mouse all in one!
- The HP "POS Keyboard" offers optimum space efficiency in retail environments with limited room. Its robust design also offers spill and dust-resistant keys.
- Combining the latest magnetic stripe reading technology with premier quality keyboard, the VersaKey POS offers the utmost POS keyboard performance and longevity to the general market.

**Magtek Mini Check Reader**  
*Small footprint. Durable. Accurate.*  
**Price:** $200.00

Never bounce another check!

- Fitted with technology that not only confirms that the check is real, but also that the patient has the funds in his account.
- Best of all, by sliding your patient's check in this reader, WINK will debit your patient's account as though he had used a debit/credit card.

---

*Products on this page are priced in US Dollars. Pricing in CAD is available for Canadian customers only. Every product on this page has been tested to ensure optimal performance with Wink software. Buying from us instead ensures that you are getting the best prices and that your products are delivered to you fully configured, turn-key and ready to go. That's the Wink advantage!*
HARDWARE
POINT OF SALE

To order, call:
+1.888.764.4318

Products on this page are priced in US Dollars. Pricing in CAD is available for Canadian customers only. Every product on this page has been tested to ensure optimal performance with Wink software. Buying from us instead ensures that you are getting the best prices and that your products are delivered to you fully configured, turn-key and ready to go. That’s the Wink advantage!

Samsung Receipt Printer
Bixolon

Price: $200.00
Prints at 70mm/sec; Resolution 203 dpi.

• No terminal? Patient wants a receipt? No problem! Via Wink, you have the option of emailing credit card receipts to your patient, or printing them via this inexpensive printer.

• The economical and user-friendly design of the Samsung-Bixolon Receipt Printer incorporates a small footprint and “drop-in” paper insertion. Ideal for retail stores, printing quality reaches the same standards as many of the larger models.

Electronic Signature Pad
Topaz Signature Lite

Price: $99.99
Durable Construction and High Resolution (USB/Serial).

• Go Paperless! Via this signature pad, your patient’s signatures are saved in Wink for future reference. Ideal for combination with any of our credit card readers.

• The “Signature Lite 1x5” features all the high-quality biometric and forensic capture techniques of a SignatureGem tablet, but with a low-cost touchpad and stylus in place of the active electromagnetic pen and sensor.

Accessories for Topaz Signature Pads
Topaz Signature Lite

Price:
• Replaceable Overlay - $25.00
• Replacement Pens (batteries incl.) - $35.00

We recommend the Signature Lite 1x5 because of it’s rugged construction and small footprint. Nevertheless, don’t hesitate to ask your Wink representative for a quote on a higher-end LCD, electronic ink, touch screen model.
HARDWARE
MONITORS

To order, call:
+1.888.764.4318

Products on this page are priced in US Dollars. Pricing in CAD is available for Canadian customers only. Descriptions above are provided for anecdotal purposes only. Monitors sold are subject to availability and as such may not have "all" features listed below or may not be available in the price range specified. Precise cost and technical specifications will be provided at time of sale.

Leasing & Financing available.
Low monthly payments!

HARDWARE
MONITORS

Wink Premium Monitors
Price: $225.00-325.00

All monitors recommended by Wink are of the highest quality. Nevertheless, not all monitors have same features and functionality. The choice is yours.

- Dimensions: 19", 20", 21"
- Features: Tilt, Swivel and Telescopic
- Media: Touch, Speakers, Webcam
- Ports: HDMI, Shuttle, DVI
- Brands (ex): Lenovo, Sony, Asus

Wink Recommended Monitors
Price: $165.00-225.00

All monitors recommended by Wink are of the highest quality. Nevertheless, not all monitors have same features and functionality. The choice is yours.

- Dimensions: 18", 19", 20"
- Features: Tilt, Swivel
- Media: Speakers
- Ports: HDMI, DVI
- Brands (ex): HP, Samsung, LG, Dell

Wink Value Monitors
Price: $135.00-165.00

All monitors recommended by Wink are of the highest quality. Nevertheless, not all monitors have same features and functionality. The choice is yours.

- Dimensions: 17", 18", 19"
- Ports: DVI, VGA
- Brands (ex): BenQ, ViewSonic, Acer

*External speakers are often required for this class of monitors. Super Small Form Factor PC’s cannot be mounted on rear of 17” monitors.
HARDWARE
PC & MAC

HP: Prodesk 400
Small Form Factor
PC + Keyboard & Mouse + Windows 7
Price: $1,050.00

POWERFUL COMPUTING

Processor: Core i5, 3.2Ghz, 6Mb Cache, 4 Core
Other: 8Gb Ram / 250GB SSD / 6 USB / 2 Serial

Ideal for users looking for a single PC that can do it all! Point of Sale, Finishing Lab, Accounting and Graphics.

• PC: ProDesk 400 SFF ($870.00)
• Keyboard & Mouse ($35.00)
• Windows 7 Pro 64-bit SP1 ($145.00)
• 1yr warranty (INCLUDED)

HP: Prodesk 400
Small Form Factor
PC + Keyboard & Mouse + Windows 7
Price: $675.00

RECOMMENDED BY WINK

Processor: Core i3, 3.4Ghz, 3Mb Cache, 2 Core
Other: 4Gb Ram / 500Gb HD / 6 USB / 1 Serial

Small form factor is ideal for retail environments requiring high performance machines with discrete footprint.

• PC: ProDesk 400 SFF ($495.00)
• Keyboard & Mouse ($35.00)
• Windows 7 Pro 64-bit SP1 ($145.00)
• 3yr on-site warranty (INCLUDED)

Apple: iMac
Computer & Monitor
+ Keyboard & Mouse + IOS
Price: N/A

STYLE & PERFORMANCE

Intel Quad Core i5, 3.2 GHz, 8GB Ram, 1TB HD
Ideal for users looking for a single PC that can do it all! Point of Sale, Finishing Lab, Accounting and Graphics.

• iMac 21.5” (Computer & Monitor)
• Apple Wireless Keyboard
• Apple Wireless Magic Mouse

Products on this page are priced in US Dollars. Pricing in CAD is available for Canadian customers only. Prices for products above differ based on customer geographic location. Manufacturers periodically offer special rebates on select products. Please call for a quote.

Leasing & Financing available. Low monthly payments!
HARDWARE
Laser Printers

To order, call: +1.888.764.4318

Products on this page are priced in US Dollars. Pricing in CAD is available for Canadian customers only. Prices for products above differ based on customer geographic location. Manufacturers periodically offer special rebates on select products. USB printer cables not included. Please call for a quote.

HP: Laserjet Color MFP
Price: $749.99

Professional & Affordable Color Printer
Multifunction Color Printer: (Print/Copy/Scan/Fax), Network, Duplex, EPrint, Scan to USB, Scan to Email.

- HP Laserjet: $580.00
- Second Paper Tray (250 sheets): $169.99

Up to 40,000 monthly page volume (2,500 recommended) and up to 21 pages per minute.

HP: Laserjet B&W Printer
Price: $518.99

Recommended by Wink
High capacity monochrome laser printer, Network, Duplex, EPrint, Walk-up USB.

- HP Laserjet: $349.00
- Second Paper Tray (500 sheets): $169.99

Up to 50,000 monthly page volume (3,000 recommended) and up to 35 pages per minute.

HP: LaserJet B&W MFP
Price: $669.99

Small Business Multi-Functionality
Multifunction B&W Laser Printer: (Print/Copy/Scan/Fax), Network, Duplex, EPrint, Walk up USB.

- HP Laserjet: $500.00
- Second Paper Tray (500 sheets): $169.99

Up to 50,000 monthly page volume (3,000 recommended) and up to 35 pages per minute.